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Spin Crossover Iron(II) Complexes as PARACEST 
MRI Thermometers 

Ie-Rang Jeon,a Jesse G. Park,a Chad R. Haney,b T. David Harrisa*  

We demonstrate the potential utility of spin crossover iron(II) complexes as temperature-
responsive paramagnetic chemical exchange saturation transfer (PARACEST) contrast agents 
in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) thermometry. This approach is illustrated in the two 
molecular complexes [Fe(3-bpp)2]2+ (3-bpp = 2,6-di(pyrazol-3-yl)pyridine) and 
[(Me2NPY5Me2)Fe(H2O)]2+ (Me2NPY5Me2 = 4-dimethylamino-2,6-bis(1,1-bis(2-
pyridyl)ethyl)pyridine). Variable-temperature magnetic susceptibility data collected for 
aqueous solutions of these complexes reveal that they exhibit spin crossover behaviour in H2O 
over the temperature range 20-60 °C. Selective presaturation of pyrazolyl and coordinated 
water protons in these complexes, respectively, leads to a significant decrease in the NMR 
signal intensity of bulk water protons through CEST. The corresponding Z-spectra reveal a 
strong linear temperature dependence of chemical shift of those protons, 0.23(1) ppm/oC and 
1.02(1) ppm/oC, respectively, arising from thermal conversion between low-spin S = 0 and 
high-spin S = 2 iron(II), representing 23- and 100-fold higher sensitivity than that afforded by 
conventional proton resonance frequency shift thermometry. Finally, temperature maps 
generated for an aqueous solution containing [(Me2NPY5Me2)Fe(H2O)]2+ show excellent 
agreement with independently measured temperatures of the solution. 
 
 

 The ability to noninvasively measure tissue temperature is 
critical in a number of medical applications, including 
hyperthermic tumour ablation,1 treatment of heart arrhythmias,2 
thermally-activated drug delivery,3 control of gene expression 
using heat-sensitive promoters,4 and potentially the diagnosis of 
tumours.5 Such procedures require precise knowledge of spatial 
and temporal variation of temperature, as well as accumulated 
thermal dose, in order to ensure adequate treatment while 
avoiding damage to surrounding healthy tissue.6 As such, MRI 
is a promising alternative to conventional thermocouples, 
owing to its noninvasive nature and good temporal and spatial 
resolution.7- 9 A number of temperature-dependent properties of 
tissue water, including T1 relaxation,10 diffusion coefficient, 11 
and proton resonance frequency (PRF),12,13 can be monitored in 
order to image temperature, often in conjunction with 
temperature-sensitive contrast agents.14- 17 Currently, PRF shift 
is the most commonly employed method for imaging 
temperature, owing largely to its independence on tissue type 
and linear response to temperature variation. Nevertheless, its 
application is limited largely due to its low temperature 
dependence of ca. −0.01 ppm/oC.14  
 Recently, the efficacy of lanthanide-based PARACEST 
agents in MRI thermometry was demonstrated.18- 22 The NMR 
spectra of these agents feature paramagnetically shifted proton 

resonances, and the corresponding protons exchange with bulk 
water protons such that selective presaturation of the labile 
proton spins decreases the intensity of the bulk water MRI 
signal.23,24 Since the lanthanide ion-induced isotropic shift of 
the exchangeable protons is temperature-dependent,25 these 
agents are inherently sensitive to temperature. While this 
approach can lead to significant improvements in sensitivity 
over PRF thermometry, the sensitivity is still limited to the 
inherent temperature shift of the protons associated with the 
electronic configuration of the lanthanide. 
 Considering that the temperature sensitivity in PARACEST-
based MRI thermometry arises from the strong temperature 
dependence of chemical shift of exchangeable protons, an ideal 
agent would feature a sharp temperature dependence of a 
tunable physical parameter that governs chemical shift. Among 
such parameters, the electronic spin state, S, of the agent is 
perhaps the most important, as both contact and dipolar shift 
vary proportionally to S(S+1).25 As such, even small changes in 
S can lead to dramatic variation in chemical shift. Accordingly, 
an ideal temperature-responsive PARACEST agent might 
feature a value of S that changes significantly with temperature. 
Iron(II) complexes that exhibit thermally-induced electronic 
spin crossover represent just such a class of molecules. 26, 27 
Indeed, in an octahedral coordination environment, an iron(II) 
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ion exhibiting spin crossover features population of a low-spin, 
S = 0 ground state at low temperatures, whereas increasing 
temperature will lead to thermal population of a high-spin, S = 
2 excited state owing to the contribution of entropy differences 
associated with the spin degrees of freedom. An additional 
advantage of this approach is that a proton resonance of a spin 
crossover complex will shift away from the bulk water 
resonance with increasing temperature, which may be 
advantageous in monitoring phenomena associated with 
elevated tissue temperature. Encouragingly, recent work has 
shown that high-spin iron(II) complexes can be employed as 
effective PARACEST agents.28 Herein, we demonstrate the 
potential utility of spin crossover complexes as PARACEST 
thermometers by examining the magnetic and spectroscopic 
properties of two iron(II) complexes, [Fe(3-bpp)2]2+ and 
[(Me2NPY5Me2)Fe(H2O)]2+, and by carrying out in vitro 
imaging studies on that latter complex. 
 In selecting candidate molecules for PARACEST 
thermometry based on spin crossover, three important criteria 
must be fulfilled: water solubility and stability, spin crossover 
in aqueous solution over a temperature range that includes 37 
°C, and ligand-based protons that can exchange with bulk 
water. Among molecular species that have been previously 
reported, the compound [Fe(3-bpp)2](BF4)2·3Et2O (1, see 
Figure 1) satisfies all three conditions.29,30 The cationic 
complex in 1 features an iron(II) centre that resides in a local 
distorted octahedral coordination environment, ligated by two 
neutral 3-bpp ligands. Each of these ligands contains two 
pyrazolyl groups, with a mean Fe···N(protonated) distance of 
3.269(3) Å, whose protons can potentially exchange with those 
of bulk water. In addition, variable-temperature magnetic 
measurements previously carried out for 1 revealed the 
presence of spin crossover between an S = 0 ground state and S 
= 2 excited state, both in the solid-state31 and in solutions of 
D2O,30 with crossover temperatures of T1/2 = 183 K and 317 K, 
respectively.  
 As a second candidate molecule for this study, the 
compound [(Me2NPY5Me2)Fe(H2O)](BF4)2·H2O (2, see Figure 
1) was synthesized. This compound was targeted largely due to 
previous observations of solid-state spin crossover in related 
pentapyridyl iron(II) complexes.32 Reaction of equimolar 
amounts of Me2NPY5Me2 and Fe(BF4)2·6H2O in a 9:1 mixture 
of acetone/water under a dinitrogen atmosphere resulted in the 
formation of a dark brown solution. Subsequent diffusion of 
diethyl ether vapour into this solution afforded olive-green, 
block-shaped crystals of 2⋅3H2O suitable for single-crystal X-
ray analysis. The structure of the cationic complex in 2⋅3H2O 
(see Figure S1), collected at 100 K, consists of an iron(II) 
centre residing in a local distorted octahedral coordination 
environment, with five coordination sites occupied by the 
neutral Me2NPY5Me2 ligand and the sixth site bound by a 
water molecule. Within this complex, the coordinated water 
molecule offers two protons that can potentially exchange with 
those of bulk water. Finally, the average Fe–N bond distance of 
1.996(2) Å and Fe–O distance of 2.007(1) Å suggest a low-
spin, S = 0 electronic configuration at 100 K.32,33  

 In order to probe spin crossover behaviour in 1 and 2, 
variable-temperature dc magnetic susceptibility data were 
collected. As described above, previous measurements carried 
out for 1 revealed the presence of spin crossover both in the 
solid-state31 and in solutions of D2O,30 albeit over different 
temperature ranges. In order to confirm the presence of similar 
solution behaviour in H2O, we examined a 1.0 µM aqueous 
solution of 1 in the temperature range 293-333 K, in a 9.4 T 
NMR spectrometer using Evans method.34 Specifically, at 338 
K, χMT = 1.73 cm3Kmol-1, considerably lower than the expected 
value of 3.00 cm3Kmol-1 for a fully populated S = 2 excited 
state with g = 2. As temperature is lowered, χMT decreases to a 
minimum value of 0.44 cm3Kmol-1 at 293 K, higher than the 
expected value of 0 cm3Kmol-1 for a fully populated S = 0 
ground state. Overall, the temperature dependence of χMT 
closely mirrors that previously observed for this complex in 
D2O.30 
 Magnetic data collected for a solid-state sample of 2 at 1 T 
in the temperature range 2-350 K are shown in Figure S2. At 
350 K, χMT = 0.28 cm3Kmol-1, indicative of only minor 
population of an S = 2 excited state. As temperature is lowered, 
χMT drops precipitously, nearing a value of 0 cm3Kmol-1 below 
250 K. Fitting the χMT vs T data to an ideal solution model 35 
gives thermodynamic parameters of ∆H = 17.3(6) kJ mol−1 and 
∆S = 29(1) J mol−1, with an estimated crossover temperature of 
T1/2 = 597(19) K, consistent with similar iron(II) spin crossover 
complexes.36 Magnetic data were also collected for a 0.5 µM 
solution of 2 in H2O at 9.4 T, analogous to those obtained for 
compound 1 (see Figure 2). The resulting plot χMT vs T shows a 
similar profile to that of 1, decreasing from 2.62 cm3Kmol-1 at 
338 K to 1.44 cm3Kmol-1 at 288 K. Most importantly, the data 
indicate the presence of spin crossover for an aqueous solution 
of 2 in this temperature range. Moreover, the temperature-
dependent population of spin state for aqueous solutions of 1 
and 2 suggests that a strong temperature dependence of the 
exchangeable proton chemical shifts in these complexes may be 
present.  
 In order to confirm the presence and the temperature 
dependence of PARACEST peaks, variable-temperature NMR 
spectra were collected for aqueous solutions of 1 (10 mM) and 
2 (1.6 mM) by applying a series of presaturation pulses at 
various frequencies using a 9.4 T NMR spectrometer. The 
corresponding Z-spectrum at each temperature was generated 
by plotting the normalized water signal intensity (MZ/M0, where 

 
Figure 1. Molecular structures of dicationic complexes in 1 (left) and 2 (right), 
with exchangeable protons depicted in red. 
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M0 and MZ correspond to the bulk water signal before and after 
presaturation at a given frequency, respectively) as a function 
of the presaturation frequency relative to the bulk water 
frequency, set to 0 ppm (see Figure 3 upper). At 25 oC, the 
spectrum of 1 exhibits a single CEST peak at 17 ppm vs bulk 
water with a % CEST effect of 17%. This CEST peak 
represents the reduction of bulk water intensity that arises from 
the chemical exchange of bulk water protons with labile 
pyrazolyl protons. As the temperature is increased, the 
frequency of the CEST peak shifts away from the bulk water 
signal, reaching a value at 50 oC of 23 ppm. In addition, this 
temperature increase is also associated with a gradual increase 
in peak intensity, which may stem from an increasing proton 
exchange rate and/or increase in population of the S = 2 excited 
state. The variation in frequency offset of the CEST peak with 
temperature is nearly linear over the temperature range 25-50 
oC, with a linear fit to the data giving a sensitivity of 0.23(1) 
ppm/oC (see Figure 3 upper, inset). The magnitude of this 
temperature sensitivity is ca. 23-fold greater than the value of 
−0.01 ppm/oC afforded by the PRF shift of water. Given the 
correlation between the temperature dependence of χMT and of 
the CEST spectrum, we deduce that the temperature 
dependence of the spectrum arises due to thermal population of 
the electronic spin states. The increase in frequency offset with 
temperature further supports this hypothesis, as the isotropic 
shift of a simple paramagnet invariably decreases with 
increasing temperature.25  
 Similar to that obtained for 1, the spectrum of 2 at 25 oC 
exhibits a single CEST peak, stemming from proton exchange 
between coordinated and bulk water, albeit significantly more 
shifted from bulk water at 30 ppm with a % CEST effect of 
15% (see Figure 3 lower). The increased shift relative to 1 may 
stem in large part to the larger population of a high-spin state in 

2 and/or the closer proximity of the exchangeable proton to the 
paramagnetic centre. As the temperature is increased, the 
frequency of the CEST peak shifts away from the bulk water 
signal, reaching a value at 45 oC of 50 ppm. Also analogous to 
1, the variation in frequency offset of the CEST peak with 
temperature is nearly linear over the temperature range 25-45 
oC, however with a much higher temperature sensitivity of 
1.02(1) ppm/oC (see Figure 3 lower, inset). This temperature 
sensitivity is ca. 100-fold greater than the value of −0.01 
ppm/oC. Moreover, to our knowledge, this temperature 
dependence of the CEST peak frequency is the largest yet 
observed for a PARACEST agent, eclipsing a previously 
reported Eu3+ complex by over 2.5-fold.18,19  
 Despite the much lower concentration of 2 (1.6 mM) 
relative to 1 (10 mM), spectra for the two complexes show a 
comparable CEST effect. The marked enhancement of signal 
for 2 may largely be attributed to a higher proton exchange rate 
constant of the coordinated water molecule in 2 compared to 
the pyrazolyl groups in 1. Indeed, the rate constant for proton 
exchange at 25 oC can be estimated as kex = 1247(51) and 
2346(43) s-1 for 1 and 2, respectively, as determined by the 
omega plot method (see Figure S4).37 The obtained exchange 

 
Figure 2. Variable-temperature magnetic susceptibility data for aqueous 
solutions of 1 (red) and 2 (blue), obtained in a 9.4 T NMR spectrometer using 
Evans method. Error bars represent standard deviations of the 
measurements. 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Z-spectra for aqueous solutions containing 10 mM of 1 (upper) and 
1.6 mM of 2 (lower), collected at selected temperatures with a 2 s 
presaturation pulse at at 6 µT and 21 µT for 1 and 2, respectively. Insets: 
temperature dependence of CEST peak offsets. 
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rate for 1 is slightly higher than those previously observed for 
protons of pendant amide substituents in transition metal 
complexes but significantly lower than one observed for 
pyrazolyl protons in a cobalt(II) complex.28,38 The exchange 
rate for 2 is comparable to those estimated for protons of water 
molecules coordinated to Eu3+ ions.37 This difference in 
exchange rate is also evident from the difference in 
presaturation powers of 6 and 21 µT employed for 1 and 2, 
respectively, as the CEST effect is optimized when the 
frequency of presaturation power is equal to the exchange rate 
(kex = 2πB1).39  
 Finally, following the observation of strong temperature 
dependence in the PARACEST spectra of 2, the possibility of 
temperature mapping was evaluated by imaging experiments. 
CEST images were collected for a phantom containing 1.5 mM 
of compound 2 in pH 7 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid 
(MES) buffer at selected temperatures using a 9.4 T animal 
MRI scanner (see Figure 4). A series of CEST images over a 
range of frequencies was acquired at each temperature. 
Following a previously reported method, the images were 
analyzed pixel-by-pixel (0.234 mm × 0.234 mm) such that the 
presaturation frequency giving the minimum intensity was 
converted to a temperature using the linear relationship 
determined from the NMR Z-spectrum, δPPM = 1.02T + 3.8.18 
The resulting temperature information is indicated by the colour 
bars in Figure 4, showing excellent agreement with 
temperatures independently measured with a thermocouple 
during the imaging experiment (see Figure S6).  
 The foregoing results demonstrate that spin crossover 
iron(II) complexes can be employed as PARACEST contrast 
agents in MRI thermometry. Two molecular complexes, [Fe(3-
bpp)2]2+ and [(Me2NPY5Me2)Fe(H2O)]2+, are examined to 
illustrate this approach. Variable-temperature magnetic 
susceptibility data obtained for aqueous solutions of these 
complexes reveal that they exhibit spin crossover behaviour in 
H2O over the temperature range 20-60 °C. In line with this 
observation, variable-temperature Z-spectra reveal a strong 
linear dependence of chemical shift of those protons, 0.23(1) 
ppm/oC and 1.02(1) ppm/oC, respectively, representing 23- and 
100-fold increases in sensitivity over conventional PRF 
thermometry. Finally, temperature maps generated for a pH 7 
MES solution containing [(Me2NPY5Me2)Fe(H2O)]2+ show 
excellent agreement with independently measured temperatures 

of the solution. Efforts are underway to synthesize related 
complexes with higher stability under physiological conditions, 
as compound 2 is not robust in oxygenated aqueous solution 
(see Figure S7), and additionally to incorporate exchangeable 
protons with resonances that are more highly shifted from bulk 
water. 
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